Abstract This paper explores the use of the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm to compute threshold selection for image segmentation. ABC is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by the intelligent behavior of honey-bees which has been successfully employed to solve complex optimization problems. In this approach, an image 1-D histogram is approximated through a Gaussian mixture model whose parameters are calculated by the ABC algorithm. In the model, each Gaussian function represents a pixel class and therefore a threshold point. Unlike the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, the ABC method shows fast convergence and low sensitivity to initial conditions. Remarkably, it also improves complex time-consuming computations commonly required by gradient-based methods. Experimental results over multiple images with different range of complexity validate the efficiency of the proposed technique with regard to segmentation accuracy, speed, and robustness. The paper also includes an experimental comparison to
Introduction
Image segmentation has been the subject of intensive research and a wide variety of segmentation techniques have been reported in the last two decades. In general, image segmentation divides an image into related sections or regions which consist of image pixels and their relationship among several data-feature values. Image segmentation is an essential procedure to analyze the image structure as other processing steps heavily depend on its results. Some of its applications include: medical imaging [1] [2] [3] , document analysis [4, 5] , object recognition [6] [7] [8] [9] and quality inspection of materials [10, 11] .
Segmentation algorithms are based on two significant criteria [12] : the homogeneity of a region (thresholding) and the discontinuity between adjacent disjoint regions (finding edges). Since methods based on the homogeneity offer the advantage of a smaller storage space, fast processing speed and easy manipulation, thresholding techniques are considered the most popular among the computer vision communities [13] .
Thresholding techniques can be classified into two categories: bi-level and multi-level. The former is defined when one limit value is chosen to segment an image into two classes: one represents the object while the second aims to segment the background. When distinct objects are depicted in the scene, multiple threshold values have to be selected for proper segmentation, which is commonly referred as multi-level thresholding. A variety of thresholding approaches have been proposed for image segmentation, including conventional methods [14] [15] [16] [17] and intelligent techniques [18, 19] . Although extending the segmentation algorithms to a multilevel approach may cause some inconveniences considering that: (i) they may have no systematic or analytic solution when the number of classes to be detected, increases and (ii) they may also show a slow convergence and/or a high computational cost [18] .
In this work, the segmentation algorithm is based on a parametric model composed by a group of Gaussian functions (Gaussian mixture). Gaussian mixture (GM) represents a flexible method of statistical modelling with a wide variety of scientific applications [20, 21] . In general, GM involves the model selection (determining the number of Gaussians in the mixture) and the estimation of the parameters for each component that better adjust the statistical model. Such associated parameters have been traditionally calculated considering the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [22] [23] [24] or Gradient-based methods such as the Levenberg-Marquardt technique (LM) [25, 26] .
Although the EM algorithm provides an alternative simple procedure for computing the parameters of Gaussian mixtures, it generally has some weaknesses or limitations. Clearly, the EM algorithm is a local searching approach, so a "bad" initialization [27] can get it trapped into local minima [28, 29] or yield a slow convergence rate [30] . Therefore, EM algorithms are very sensitive to the choice of initial values [31] . Additionally, the EM algorithm fails to converge if one or several variances of the Gaussian mixture hold a small value just as it has been demonstrated in [22] . This situation may arise when big objects possessing uniform intensities are segmented. On the other hand, Gradient-based methods are computationally expensive and likewise may get easily stuck into local minima [32] . Redner and Walkerin argued in [30] , that quasi-Newtonian methods (such as Levenberg-Marquardt) should generally be preferred over EM under unconstrained conditions. In order to apply quasiNewtonian methods to model Gaussian mixtures exhibiting probabilistic constraints, such methods must be modified. However such adjustment may result in singularities [33] . In the parameter space of mixture models, the singularities occur when two or more components are so overlapped than they may be falsely assumed to be a single component. Moreover, recent studies have shown that singularities cause slow convergence in quasi-Newtonian methods that are applied to determine parameters of Gaussian mixtures [31, 34] . Despite gradient-based methods and the EM algorithm seem to have different mechanisms for parameter updating, both algorithms use a local strategy, where the new (k +1) parameter value is computed by considering its previous (k) value. Using such updating rule, it is easy for both algorithms to get trapped into a local minimum [34] .
In this paper, an alternative approach using the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [35] method for determining the parameters of a Gaussian mixture is presented. The ABC is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by the intelligent behavior of honey-bees. It consists of three essential components: food source positions, nectar-amount and several honey-bee classes. Each food source position represents a feasible solution for the problem under consideration. The nectar-amount for a food source represents the quality of such solution (represented by a fitness value). Each bee-class symbolizes one particular operation for generating new candidate food source positions (i.e. candidate solutions). The ABC algorithm starts by producing a randomly distributed initial population (food source locations). After initialization, an objective function evaluates whether such candidates represent an acceptable solution (nectar-amount) or not. Guided by the values of such objective function, candidate solutions are evolved through different ABC operations (honey-bee types) until a termination criterion is met.
The performance of ABC algorithm has been compared to other evolutionary methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), Differential Evolution (DE) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [36, 37] . The results have shown that ABC can produce optimal solutions yet more effective for several optimization problems. Such characteristics have motivated the use of ABC to solve different sorts of engineering problems within several fields [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . One relevant advantage of the ABC method in comparison to the EM and the LM algorithm is that it does not follow a local strategy for computing new solutions. Instead, the ABC method uses a set of operators to build solutions from random operations avoiding any fall into local minima. This paper presents the use of the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm to compute a threshold selection for image segmentation. In this approach, the segmentation process is considered as an optimization problem by approximating the 1-D histogram of a given image in terms of a Gaussian mixture model, whose parameters are calculated through the ABC algorithm. Each Gaussian function approximating the histogram represents a pixel class and therefore a threshold point in the segmentation scheme. Experimental evidence shows that ABC exhibits fast convergence, relatively low computational cost and no sensitivity to initial conditions by keeping acceptable segmentation results. Comparison to the EM [22, 24] and the LM [25, 26] methods on several experiments, demonstrates a better performance of the proposed method. Conclusions of the experimental comparison are validated through statistical tests that support the discussion on the algorithm's suitably.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the Gaussian approximation of the histogram while Sect. 3 discusses on the ABC algorithm. Section 4 formulates the threshold determination while Sect. 5 presents all experimental results after the proposed approach is implemented. Section 6 summarizes a full discussion about the algorithm's performance.
Gaussian approximation
Consider an image holding L gray levels [0, . . . , L − 1] whose distribution is displayed within a histogram h(g). In order to simplify the description, the histogram is normalized just as a probability distribution function, yielding:
n g , and
where n g denotes the number of pixels with gray level g and N being the total number of pixels in the image. The histogram function can thus be contained into a mix of Gaussian probability functions of the form:
with P i being the probability of class i, p i (x) being the probability distribution function of gray-level random variable x in class i, with μ i and σ i being the mean and standard deviation of the ith probability distribution function and K being the number of classes within the image. In addition, the constraint K i=1 P i = 1 must be satisfied. The mean square error is used to estimate the 3K parameters P i , μ i and σ i , i = 1, . . . , K. For instance, the mean square error between the Gaussian mixture p(x i ) and the experimental histogram function h(x i ) is defined as follows:
Assuming an n-point histogram as in [44] and ω being the penalty associated with the constrain
In general, the parameter estimation that minimizes the square error produced by the Gaussian mixture is not a simple problem. A straightforward method is to consider the partial derivatives of the error function to zero by obtaining a set of simultaneous transcendental equations [44] . However, an analytical solution is not always available considering the non-linear nature of the equation which in turn, yields the use of iterative approaches such as gradient-based or maximum likelihood estimation. Unfortunately, such methods may also get easily stuck within local minima or be time expensive.
In the case of other algorithms such as the EM algorithm and the gradient-based methods, a new parameter point lies within a neighborhood distance of the previous parameter point. However, this is not the case for the ABC adaptation algorithm which is based on stochastic principles. New operating points are thus determined by a parameter probability function that may yield points lying far away from previous operating points, providing the algorithm with a higher ability to locate and pursue a global minimum.
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm
The ABC algorithm assumes the existence of a set of operations that may resemble some features of the honey bee behavior. For instance, each solution within the search space includes a parameter set representing food source locations. The "fitness value" refers to the food source quality that is strongly linked to the food's location. The process mimics the bee's search for valuable food sources yielding an analogous process for finding the optimal solution.
Biological bee profile
The minimal model for a honey bee colony consists of three classes: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. The employed bees will be responsible for investigating the food sources and sharing the information with recruit onlooker bees. They, in turn, will make a decision on choosing food sources by considering such information. The food source scoring the higher quality will have a larger chance to be selected by onlooker bees than those showing a lower mark. An employed bee, whose food source is rejected as low quality by employed and onlooker bees, will change to a scout bee in order to support the random search for new food sources. Therefore, the exploitation is driven by employed and onlooker bees while the exploration is maintained by scout bees. The implementation details of such bee-like operations in the ABC algorithm are described in the next subsection.
Description of the ABC algorithm
Resembling other metaheuristic approaches, the ABC algorithm is an iterative process. It starts with a population of randomly generated solutions or food sources. The following three operations are applied until a termination criterion is met [23] :
1. Send the employed bees. 2. Select the food sources by the onlooker bees. 3. Determine the scout bees.
Initializing the population
The algorithm begins by initializing N p food sources. Each food source is a D-dimensional vector containing the parameter values to be optimized, which are randomly and uniformly distributed between the pre-specified lower initial parameter bound x low j and the upper initial parameter bound
with j and i being the parameter and individual indexes respectively. Hence, x j,i is the j th parameter of the ith individual.
Send employed bees
The number of employed bees is equal to the number of food sources. At this stage, each employed bee generates a new food source in the neighborhood of its present position as follows:
x j,i is a randomly chosen j parameter of the ith individual and k is one of the N p food sources, satisfying the condition i = k. If a given parameter of the candidate solution v i exceeds its predetermined boundaries, that parameter should be adjusted in order to fit the appropriate range. The scale factor φ j,i is a random number between [−1, 1]. Once a new solution is generated, a fitness value representing the profitability associated with a particular solution is calculated. The fitness value for a minimization problem can be assigned to each solution v i by the following expression:
where J i is the objective function to be minimized. A greedy selection process is thus applied between v i and x i . If the nectar-amount (fitness) of v i is better, then the solution x i is replaced by v i ; otherwise, x i remains.
Select the food sources by the onlooker bees
Each onlooker bee (the number of onlooker bees corresponds to the food source number) selects one of the proposed food sources by analyzing their fitness value which has been recently defined by the employed bees. The probability that a food source will be selected can be obtained from the following equation:
where fit i is the fitness value of the food source i, which is related to the objective function value (J i ) that corresponds to the food source i. The probability of a food source being selected by onlooker bees increases with an increase in the fitness value of the food source. After the food source is selected, onlooker bees will go to the selected food source and select a new candidate food source position which lies inside the neighborhood of the selected food source. The new candidate food source can be expressed and calculated by (5) .
In case the nectar-amount, i.e., fitness of the new solution, is better than before, such position is held; otherwise, the last solution remains.
Determine the scout bees
If a food source i (candidate solution) cannot be further improved through a predetermined trial number known as "limit", the food source is assumed to be abandoned and the corresponding employed or onlooker bee becomes a scout. A scout bee explores the searching space with no previous information, i.e., the new solution is generated randomly as indicated by (4) . In order to verify if a candidate solution has reached the predetermined "limit", a counter A i is assigned to each food source i. The counter is incremented in case the bee-operation fails to improve the food source's fitness.
Determination of thresholding values
In order to determine optimal threshold values, it is considered that the data classes are organized as:
Therefore, threshold values are obtained by computing the overall probability error of two adjacent Gaussian functions, yielding:
considering
and
is the probability of mistakenly classifying the pixels in the (h + 1)th class belonging to the hth class, while E 2 (T h ) is the probability of erroneously classifying the pixels in the hth class belonging to the (h + 1)th class. P j s are the a priori probabilities within the combined probability density function, and T h is the threshold value between the hth and the (h + 1)th classes. The T h value is chosen as to minimize the error E(T h ). By differentiating E(T h ) with respect to T h and equating the result to zero, it is possible to use the following equation to define the optimum threshold value T h : 
Although the above quadratic equation has two possible solutions, only one of them is feasible, i.e. a positive value falling within the interval.
Experimental results
By considering that the mixture parameters are extracted from the fitness function J (3) after applying the ABC algorithm, three experiments are set to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The first one considers the well-known image "The Camera-man" which is shown by Fig. 1a , aside its corresponding histogram shown by Fig. 1b . The goal is to segment the image in three different pixel classes. According to (2) , during learning, the ABC algorithm adjusts nine parameters, following the minimization procedure conducted by (3) . In this experiment, a population of 20 (N p ) bees is considered, with ten employed and ten onlookers bees. Each candidate holds nine dimensions, yielding:
with N representing the individual's number. The parameters (P , σ, μ) are randomly initialized, but assuming some restrictions to each parameter (for example μ must fall between 0 and 255).
The experiments suggest that after 200 iterations, the ABC algorithm has converged to the global minimum. Figure 2a shows the obtained Gaussian functions (pixel classes) plotted over the original histogram while Fig. 2b shows the Gaussian mixture. Figure 3 shows the segmented image whose threshold values are calculated according to (11) and (12) .
The algorithm is tested over a great number of Gaussian functions yielding the need of optimizing more parameters (according to (3) ). Thus, twelve parameters are now considered corresponding to the values of four Gaussian functions. One population of 20 bees and 12 dimensions are used for the test. Figure 4a shows the Gaussian functions (pixel classes) plotted over the histogram after 200 iterations, while in Fig. 4b presents the Gaussian mixture. The segmented image is depicted by Fig. 5 .
The second experiment considers the popular benchmark image known as "The scene" (see Fig. 6a ). The image's histogram is presented by Fig. 6b . Following the first experiment, the image is segmented considering four pixel classes. The optimization is performed by the ABC algorithm which results on the classes shown by Fig. 7a. In turn, Fig. 7b presents the Gaussian mixture. Figure 8 shows the image segmentation with four classes.
The final experiment considers a blood-smear image as it is processed by the ABC algorithm. The image shows a set of leukocytes cells in the blood smear (darker cells on image of Fig. 9a ). The gray blobs represent the red blood cells while the background is white yielding only three classes to be considered. 
Comparing the ABC algorithm vs. the EM and LM methods
In order to enhance the algorithm's analysis, the proposed approach is compared to the EM algorithm [22] and the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) [25] method which are commonly employed for computing Gaussian mixture parameters. The comparison focuses on the following issues: sensitivity to initial conditions, singularities, convergence and computational costs.
Sensitivity to the initial conditions
In this experiment, initial values of the mixture model for all methods are randomly set while the same histogram is considered for the approximation task. Final parameters representing the Gaussian mixture after convergence are reported. All algorithms Figure 10a shows the image used in this comparison while Fig. 10b pictures its histogram. Table 1 exhibits the averaged parameter values and averaged approximation performance (J , see (3)), considering four different classes. Such values are determined assuming 45 different executions for each algorithm. Figure 11 shows segmented images considering two initial conditions as it is reported by Table 1 . Further analysis on Table 1 shows the acute sensitivity of the EM algorithm to initial conditions. In case of the LM method, although it does not present a considerable difference in comparison to optimal values, its deviation shows it is prone to get trapped into a local minimum. On the other hand, the ABC algorithm exhibits the Singularities The experimental set aims to test the ABC performance under certain circumstances on which it is well-reported in the literature [22, 31] that the EM and the LM have underperformed. Two cases are relevant to such purpose. First, when the Gaussian variance is small or near to zero (big objects are present in the image with a homogeneous intensity value); second, when the Gaussian functions, during the parameter identification procedure, are overlapped to each other. The image and the corresponding histogram which have been used in the experiments are both shown in Fig. 12 .
Case 1 This experiment shows the lack of convergence of the EM algorithm when a small or near to zero Gaussian Table 3 Iterations and time requirements of the EM, the LM and the ABC algorithm as they are applied to segment benchmark images (see Fig. 14 variance is considered. The test consists on applying all algorithms to obtain the parameters of the Gaussian mixture that better approximate the histogram shown by Fig. 12b . The test considers four classes (big objects with homogeneous intensities). All algorithms (EM, LM and ABC) are executed until no change in parameter values is detected. Table 2 exhibits the averaged parameter values and the averaged approximation performance. Such values are determined considering 45 different executions for each algorithm. Figure 13 shows the averaged mixture approximation for each method.
According to results in Table 2 and Fig. 13 , the EM method never converges (after 2000 iterations) to an acceptable value. On other hand, it is clear that the LM and the ABC algorithm are able to successfully segment the image shown by Fig. 12a (after 1000 and 400 iterations respectively).
Case 2 This case analyzes the slow convergence of the LM method when the Gaussian functions on the mixture are overlapped to each other during the parameter identification procedure. For the experiment, the Gaussian's overlapping is caused by initializing all mixture elements with identical values. In the test, all Gaussian functions are initialized to P i = 0.5, μ i = 128, σ i = 20, where i ∈ 1, 2, 3 and 4. Similar to case 1, the experiment uses the image and its histogram shown by Fig. 12 . All algorithms (EM, LM and ABC) are executed until no change in parameter values is detected. In contrast to the first experiment, results exhibit that all algorithms converge to similar values. However, the LM algorithm demanded two times more iterations (2000 iterations). The convergence speed in the EM and the ABC methods are clearly not affected by such singularity.
Convergence and computational cost
The experiment aims to measure the number of required iterations and the computing time spent by all three algorithms, the EM, the LM and the ABC algorithm, as they calculate the parameters of the Gaussian mixture for benchmark images (see Fig. 14(a) -(c). Four classes are considered for all experiments. All algorithms are executed until no change in parameter values is detected. Table 3 shows the averaged measurements after 45 executions. The iteration progress of the approximation performance (J , see (34)) over 45 runs for Fig. 14c is shown by Fig. 15a . Similarly, Fig. 15b exhibits the progress of temporal relationship in the approximation performance for Fig. 14b . It is evident that the EM is the slowest to converge (iteration number) and the LM shows the highest computational cost (time elapsed) because it requires complex Hessian approximations. On the other hand, the ABC shows an acceptable trade off between its convergence time and its computational cost. Figure 14 shows the segmented images after processing under each algorithm.
Statistical result analysis
A non-parametric statistical significance proof known as the Wilcoxon's rank sum test for independent samples [45, 46] has been conducted with an 5% significance level over the averaged approximation performance from data in Tables 1  and 2 as well as the elapsed time from Table 3 . Tables 4,  5 and 6 report the p-values produced by Wilcoxon's test Tables 4, 5 and 6 are less than 0.05 (5% significance level) which is a strong evidence against the null hypothesis as it indicates that the ABC results are statistically significant and that it has not occurred by coincidence (i.e. due to the normal noise contained in the process).
Conclusions
In this paper, an automatic image multi-threshold approach based on the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is proposed. The segmentation process is approached as an optimization problem. The algorithm approximates the 1-D histogram of a given image using a Gaussian mixture model whose parameters are calculated through the ABC algorithm. Each Gaussian function approximating the histogram represents a pixel class and therefore one threshold point. Experimental evidence shows that ABC algorithm has an acceptable compromise between its convergence time and its computational cost in comparison to other proposals such as the Expectation-Maximization (EM) method and the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm. Additionally, the ABC algorithm exhibits a better performance under certain (a)-(c) , and segmented images obtained by the EM, the LM and the ABC algorithms Fig. 15 The evolution of the approximation performance: (a) the case of Fig. 14c in terms of the iteration number and (b) the case of Fig. 14b in terms of time circumstances (singularities) to which it is well-reported in the literature that the EM and the LM have underperformed [22, 31] . Two cases are reported: first when Gaussian variance is small or near to zero (i.e. big objects are presented on the image with a homogeneous intensity value), and second when the parameters of the Gaussian mixture are overlapped. Results have shown that the stochastic search accomplished by the ABC method demonstrates a consistent performance with no regard of the initial value, yet delivering a greater chance to reach the global minimum. Finally, the results have been analyzed and validated within a statistically significant framework (Wilcoxon test).
